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Service
des bibliothèques

Research data

Structure and workflow to support research data management
We are trying to favour the lightness and flexibility of a virtual structure by bringing together experts
from several departments of the university (library, IT department, Research office, legal office, DPO)
and university’s partners. Thus, the team assembled on a project will not necessarily be the same team
assisting another researcher. Our goal is to provide the most relevant response to the request.

→

Flowchart
Researcher’s request
A researcher needs assistance to create a website with a search engine
to exploit sensitive research data.

Scientific commitee

Research data Service and Support
N Online helpdesk (datacentre, HPC, DOI, DMP, datavisualisation)

Assesses the project’s scientific
significance, its technical maturity
and the researcher’s commitment.

IT Department

→

Political stakeholders

University Library Services

→ Role | Technical Project Manager

→ Role | Functional Project Manager

→ Expertise | Supports research
computing platforms (high performance
computing services, datacentre),
provides research software
development and implementation (if a
software already exists)

→ Expertise | Work as a link between
the researcher, the IT department,
and the experts (legal team, DPO,
archives, etc.)

Research Department
→ Role | Guidance for grant
application, technical assistance
in projects engineering for
research funding programmes
→ Expertise | Guidance for
grant applicant

Experts
Archives section,
legal office, DPO,
researchers with
expertise in specific
technologies (e.g.
TDM, 3D viewers,...)

Project management timeline
Researcher’s request
Functional and legal needs
overview by the data librarian

Scientific committee recommendation
if positive

Technical feasibility study
Technical specifications by the IT department,
development or implementation schedule

Signature of the commitment
charter by the researcher

Development

Functional specifications
Definition of functional and legal
requirements with the data librarian

Online publication
Maintenance

→ Deliverables | Functional and legal needs overview, functional and legal specifications, technical feasibility study, software development schedule, software development or implementation

